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Alice In Chains - Heaven Beside You
Tom: A

b:Bend
/ou\:Slide
v:Vibrato
h:Hammer-on

Acordes:

   A  G    C   B

Intro: /verso:

Violão 1:

Violão 2:

Be what you wanna be
See what you came to see
Been what you wanna be
I don't like what I see

Refrão:

A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter will
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A     G                C                B
  And you think you have it still, heaven inside you

So there's problems in your life
That's fucked up, and I'm not blind
I'm just see through faded, super jaded
And out of my mind

Vilolão 1:

Violão 2:

Do what you wanna do
Go out and seek your truth
When I'm down and blue
Rather be me than you

A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter will
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A     G              C                B
  And you wish you had it still, heaven inside you
So there's problems in your life
That's fucked up, and I'm not blind
I'm just see through faded, super jaded
And out of my mind

Violão 1:

Solo:

Violão 2:

A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter chill
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A      G             C
  Like the coldest winter will
            B
  Heaven beside you... hell within
A     G               C                B
  And you know you have it still, heaven inside you

So there's problems in your life
That's fucked up, sure you're not blind
You're just see through faded, overrated
And out of your mind

Violão 1:

Violão 2:

Acordes


